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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

Book Report 

After 13 Gray Man novels, 
Mark introduces a new hero, 
Josh Duffy. Totally different 

from the Gray Man but just as 
badass, the debut has him 
protecting UN VIP’s. “Duff” 

finds he was hired because of 
his missing leg even though he 

thought he had hidden it in 
the interview. I know, that’s 
confusing but I can’t tell you 

more without spoiling the 
plot...which is great! The    

second Duff book will be out 
in June. I pre-ordered it so            

I don’t forget. That happens       
a lot these days, which is a 

good thing because a second 
reading months later and I get 

twice the insight and value. 

Checked the TV to compare 
with internet weather    

reports. Both said I was 
gonna die AND the TV 

offered four ads a minute 
for Rx to fix it. They also 

said I was to check with my 
doctor. Can I charge them 

for the Dr visit bill? 

Obama’s “transformation of America” continues with brazen, 

in your face demonstrations of the hate he and his acolytes 

push...totally supported by the Lame Stream Media. 

America was founded as a Republic created to protect its      

citizens from government. The judiciary, thousands of lawyers, 

with the Supreme Court at the top of that pyramid, was        

designed to keep the power hungry politicians in check. That 

was one of the first impediments the Uniparty attacked         

including members at the top of the legal pyramid who 

“interpret” rather than apply our laws. The First and Second 

amendments give our Constitution and Bill of Rights a second 

tier of protection if the  judiciary fails. The Supreme Court has 

taken a step forward with the rejection of Roe vs Wade which 

was a federal mandate about abortion. Of course, the          

Democrats lied via the Lame Stream Media by ignoring the 

main reason it was rejected: abortion is a state issue...not    

federal. States can  mandate the specifics of any abortion 

law...BUT it will apply ONLY to that state.  Democrats hate 

state power since that would complicate their goal of            

controlling all with just federal power. The Roe vs Wade        

decision means they would have to take control over all states 

and territories. Soros doesn’t have that much money to buy all 

the states. He’s focused on the federal level. He is using a few 

state attorneys general to harass Trump, but now that Trump 

has more money than Soros, things are getting very               

interesting...and dangerous. When Democrats lose, they start 

playing outside the legal lines. With the federal power in the 

hands of RINOs and the Uniparty, there will be nothing left but 

the First...and then the Second amendment.   

Key point to make on my rant above: fight the fed from taking 

state issues from them. Stay focused on your state and local 

politicians to make sure they are in sync with their                 

constituents. It’s the easiest way to defeat the Uniparty.              

If you don’t know, nor have communicated with,                     

your local and state politicians...get busy! 

Beer vs Ferrari 
 

Woman:  
Do you drink beer?  

Man:  
Yes  

Woman:  
How many beers a day?  

Man:  
Usually about three.  

Woman:   
How much do you pay 

per beer?  
Man:  

$5.00 which includes a tip  
Woman:   

And how long have you 
been drinking?  

Man:   
About 20 years, I suppose  

Woman:   
So a beer costs $5 and 
you have 3 beers a day 

which puts your spending 
each month at $450.       

In one year, it would be 
$5400 …correct?  

Man:   
Correct  

Woman:   
If in one year you spend 
$5,400, not accounting 
for inflation, the past  

20 years puts your spend-
ing at $108,000, correct?  

Man:   
Correct  

Woman:   
Do you know that if you 

didn’t drink so much 
beer, that money put in 

an interest savings       
account and after        

accounting for compound 
interest for the past 20 
years, you could have 
now bought a Ferrari?  

Man:   
Do you drink beer?  

Woman:   
No  

Man:   
Where’s your Ferrari? 

 
Tip: this works as well 

with power tools, guns, 
fishing gear and the cost  

of the divorce lawyer.  



Tidbits 
(a small and particularly interesting 

item of gossip or information) 

Until next week… 
 

email: fns@franksiegler.com 
blog: www.franksiegler.com  

           
This newsletter is published               

Saturday mornings by subscription.                                                   
email me requesting to be added. 

Or visit my blog. 
      Please feel free to pass it on.  

Great minds think alike.     
But then, so do stupid ones. 

 
“Get boosted.”                          

is more subtle than                    
“Drop dead!” 

 
Grocery stores have a health 
section. WTH are the others? 

 
They spent billions for solar 

farms. Now they want       
billions to block the sun.  

 
Spring is here.                        

It’s time to wet your plants. 
 

Noah was the only guy      
who owned a boat?            

Really? 
 

Chrysippus, old Greek guy, 
died from laughing                

at one of his own jokes.       
Don’t be like Chrysippus. 

 
Have a panic attack.          

You’ve earned it by now. 
 

The town crier evolved into 
newspapers. The town drunk 

evolved into Farcebook. 
 

April Fools is every day now. 
Believe nothing,                  

trust no one. 
 

It’s hard to worry about 
global warming...when you 

live in Minnesota. 
 

There are better things in life 
than wine.  

But wine compensates         
for not getting them. 

 
It amazes me how much  
you can get away with  
when you’re over 80. 

 
If you think there is  

good in everybody, you 
haven't met everybody. 

 

Pfizer’s 2020 revenue was $41.6 billion. As the vaccines 

rolled out around the world, that figure doubled to $81.2 

billion in 2021. With the booster added because of new 

variants, their revenue was even higher, over $100 billion 

in 2022.  Revenue declined in 2023 as demand fell for 

COVID vaccines as the government stopped buying them 

because the Fauci Fraud was recognized by the public    

despite the Lame Stream Media’s litany of conspiracy     

theories that they began to admit were facts.. Pfizer’s 2023 

revenue was over $58 billion, even more than pre-COVID. 

Politicians reap the benefits of this new revenue and are 

hell bent to convert it to power, specifically over the Big 

Pharma industry. The Lame Stream Media are silent      

because they are getting 75% of their revenue from Big 

Pharma advertising. It’s hit me personally as Allina has 

pushed the DEI (diversity, equity inclusion) idiocy with their         

president asserting her pronouns in their annual report and 

the emphasis from their DEI executive, also pushing her 

pronouns. The Allina annual report opens with much      

gobbledygook about what DEI means for Allina. For me,       

it means they have shut down the convenient messages          

I could trade with my doctor about health care issues, 

which Allina now interrupts and claims I will need an       

appointment if I want to reach my doctor. At my age, I’m 

more than a dozen years past the average shelf life of a 

male in America. I just want whatever will keep me vertical 

and taking nourishment until something sneaks up and kills 

me. My doctor understands that and has patiently (pun 

intended) taken her best shots to modify my lifestyle. 

Meanwhile, I’m getting great care from the VA and just 

may teach Allina my new pronoun: former customer.          

Fiscal collapse accelerates as         
Treasury issues $7 trillion of new 

debt in just 3 months. That match-
es the worst of Covid and doubles 

the previous 231 years record. 

Criminal ILLEGALS get 7 TIMES 
MORE tax-funded assistance than 
military families that need help. 

Border Patrol agents apprehended 
more migrants over the Canadian 
Border into the U.S. this year than 
in the past twelve years combined. 

Hackers breached the systems of 
the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infra-
structure Security Agency (CISA). 

That's right, our cybersecurity 
agency was hacked. 

MN Attorney General Keith Ellison: 
We’re Investigating Automakers for 
Making Cars That Are ‘Too Easy’ for 

Young People to Steal. 

Special Agent David Lazarus Who 
Lied Under Oath Against the Oath 

Keepers During Their Trial Is       
Leaving the Department for        

Another Agency – Will Walk Free 
with a promotion after His Proven 

Perjury in Court. 

Manhattan DA Alvin Bragg          
defended his decision to release, 
without bail, the illegal aliens ac-
cused of attacking  NYPD officers. 

According to FEC documents,     
Senate Minority Leader Mitch 

McConnell grabbed large sums of 
money from FTX. Documents show 

McConnell’s Senate Leadership 
Fund received $2,500,000 from 
FTX, the crypto company that     

collapsed. 

Politicians broke this and 

now they want to “fix” it? 


